SKAARHOJ DEVICE CORES

Device: Dream Chip - ATOM One and SSM500

Introduction
ATOM One series from Dream Chip are small POV cameras controlled over serial. Via an ethernet to serial
converter you can color control this camera using a SKAARHOJ controller. For more information about the
cameras, please go to https://www.dreamchip.de/products/atom-one-family.html
Please use the instructions in this manual to make connection between a SKAARHOJ controller and the
ATOM One Dream Chip camera.
As a extra resource please also watch this video https://vimeo.com/358300487 from Dream Chip on how
to prepare the camera.

Compatibility in the ATOM One Family
We have tested successfully with the ATOM one Mini and the ATOM one camera. It us our understanding
that the Atom One Mini runs a different rmware version compared to the remainder models in the series.
The ATOM One should have the same rmware type as the ATOM one 4K mini 7, ATOM one 4K mini 11
and the ATOM one 4K mini 16 and therefore our integration should work with these models as well but
this have not been tested!
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Ethernet to Serial connection
To communicate via serial (RS-485) to the Dream Chip camera you need an Ethernet-Serial converter. We
suggest you get a USR-TCP232-306 from USR IoT - https://www.usriot.com/products/serial-to-ethernetserver.html or a XS1200 from US Converters - http://www.usconverters.com/serial-rs232-device-server

Needs to be on same subnet!

Serial
RS-485
Ethernet

Ethernet

Note: There is a quirk you should know about: The XS1200 only accepts a single TCP connection at a time
and it will take some time to realize if a client disconnected silently before it allows a new connection. In
essence this means if the SKAARHOJ controller was connected and is rebooted without disconnecting,
the XS1200 Server may not realize this before after some time. Therefore you may need to power cycle it
along with the SKAARHOJ controller to make sure it will accept a connection.

Below you will nd screenshots of how to con gure the USR-TCP232-306 (found on the web interface of
the USR-TCP232-306).
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Make sure to set up an IP address in your range here. This is the IP address you must also set up inside the
SKAARHOJ controller for the Device Core! Here it is set to 192.168.10.29 and corresponding subnet
mask. For serial parameters the default for the ATOM one Mini and ATOM One is 115200 8N1 (from their
manual).

Cabling to the USR-TCP232-306 is via the RS-485 connector. 3 wires are necessary. GND and then T+(A)
and T-(B).

Pin 1

Pin 2
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Pin 3
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Below you will nd screenshots of how to con gure the XS1200 converter (found on the web interface of
the XS1200).

Make sure to set up an IP address in your range here. This is the IP address you must also set up inside the
SKAARHOJ controller for the Device Core! Here it is set to 192.168.10.230 and corresponding subnet
mask. Please see section “Transmit Timer on XS1200” for adjustments to this value.
For serial commands the default for the ATOM one Mini and ATOM One is 115200 8N1 (from their
manual).

Transmit Timer on XS1200
The transmitter timer value on a XS1200 will typically be 100 ms per default. We recommend lowering the
value to 10 ms for obtaining a more smooth user experience. In particular brightness adjustment will be
more uent with the value set to 10 ms.
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Cabling to the XS1200 is via the RS-485 connector. 3 wires are necessary. GND and then 485+ and 485-.

Pin 1 on
RS485 ITT

Pin 2 on
RS485 ITT

6

Pin 3 on
RS485 ITT
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Look in the ATOM one mini/ATOM One manual for cabling instructions. For the RS485 ITT Female MXL-3-11L connector the 3 wires are indicated as GND, RS485_TX_N and RS485_TX_P.

The coloration between these and the USR-RCP-232-306 is the following:
RS485_TX_N = T- (B)
| In the ATOM One manual this is referred as RS485_B
RS485_TX_P = T+(A)
| In the ATOM One manual this is referred as RS485_A
The coloration between these and the XS1200 is the following:
RS485_TX_N = 485| In the ATOM One manual this is referred as RS485_B
RS485_TX_P = 485+
| In the ATOM One manual this is referred as RS485_A

Connector to Dream
Chip Adaptor

1

Connector to Slit for
Serial Adaptor
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Con rm Connection
Connection to the USR-RCP-232-306 or XS1200 can be con rmed from the serial monitor with the
message “DCA SerialConv Connected!”. This means connection between a SKAARHOJ unit and the serial
converter have been established, however it does not necessarily means that connection to the camera
have also been established. This can be con rmed if actions on the controller gets populated. A action
such as the “CamTemperature C” can be used to monitor connection.
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Connection to the cameras themselves can be con rmed with the messages “Dreamchip Camera x
initialized ” from the Serial Monitor (see below)

Connection Order / Reestablishing Connection to Cameras
Connection Order
If the SKAARHOJ controller and the XS1200 have been powered prior to the cameras being turned on the
XS1200 might not initialize properly and there will be no control of the camera(s). A reboot of the
SKAARHOJ controller will typically solve this or using the Rescan action (see below). We recommend the
Dream Chip cameras being powered prior to turning on SKAARHOJ controller/XS1200.

Reestablishing Connection
If a camera have lost connection to the XS1200 (power loss etc) the connection can be reestablished by
using the action. This will scan the serial bus again and identify cameras. Will take some seconds to
complete.

Connection Lost
Please notice if you are controlling multiple cameras and a connection to a single camera is lost, the
SKAARHOJ controller will momentarily (~10 seconds) stop controlling the remaining cameras, until it have
realized the camera is disconnected. After that it will resume control of the remaining cameras on the bus.
If the missing camera is reconnected onto the serial bus the Rescan action as described above.
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Controlling Multiple Cameras
We have only tested controlling two ATOM One cameras in a daisy chain con guration. Our
implementation allows for control of up to 10 cameras from the same Device Core, but this have never
been tested. In order to control multiple cameras the RS485 address on the camera itself must be set by
the software provided by Dream Chip. See example below.

RS485 Address: 1

RS485 Address: 2

Brightness Adjustment with a Analog Component such as a T-bar
Controlling multiple cameras from a RCPv2 with a Joystick is possible however controlling a parameter
such as brightness from a component as a joystick with a xed psychical position have a drawback. If one
is setting brightness to 20% on CAM1 and changing the controller for CAM2 which currently have a
brightness of 80%, then when a small adjustment is made on the joystick, the brightness value will jump
from its current setting (80%) to ~20%.
For multiple camera control we recommend the RCPv2 with slider/wheel instead. If the RCPv2 with
joystick is the preferred way, then assign the brightness action to another another component such as one
of the encoders.
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Setup for controlling two ATOM One cameras - star con guration from XS1200 Converter
Notice this set up has not been tested with the USR-TCP232-306 Converter but it should work the same.

3
1

3
1

ITT Female M-XL-3-11L

fi
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Setup for controlling two ATOM One cameras - daisy chain con guration from XS1200 Converter
Notice this set up has not been tested with the USR-TCP232-306 Converter but it should work the same.
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ITT Female M-XL-3-11L Pinout
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Actions
An excerpt of the actions in the Dream Chip Device Core
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